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Abstract 
The importance of survey controls cannot be over emphasized as a index 

for both structural and boundary control mechanism in any meaningful 

development projects. However, the establishment of these controls can be 

extremely difficult if it is done exclusively by classical method. The 

traditional and old system of control extension (classical) has failed to live 

up to the requirement of the existing needs. Non utilization or absence of 

these survey controls in the demarcation of boundary properties, right of 

ways, sewage lines, monitoring and execution of design plans by planning 

authorities lead to the emergence of unhealthy environment and of course 

security threats to human coexistence. Therefore the significance of using 

Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) that solved the challenges 

of control establishment effectively and accurately within a define time 

frame is breakthrough in surveying and mapping. Network adjustment 

methods of observation in static mode of observation was use to capture 

data of eight new control points using sokia GNSS receiver GRX1 to 

establish second order controls in the study area, processed and adjust the 

data using sokia spectrum office. Geodetic connection was made to first 

order control point at Bauchi Airport (ITRF), DNBA 00. and control map 
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of the study area was produced in arc GIS environment. The accuracies 

were assessed and reliability of the triangulation networks were determined 

within the 95% confidence level. we recommend that the control points 

established  meet the required accuracy as such they can be used for 

research purpose, student practical, property survey and other engineering 

works 

 

Keywords: Control establishment, GPS Planning, Baseline Network post 

processing and adjustment. 
 

 

Introduction 
Basically every survey is dependent 

on the establishment of measured 

controls frameworks which are treated 

as being free from errors, subsequent 

survey works are connected to these 

frameworks and adjusted to it, In 

conformity with the principle of 

working from whole to parts. A GPS 

receiver collect signals from orbiting 

satellites (Ephemeris and Almanac 

data) and uses the principle of 

trilateration to compute the positions, 

height and time. The coordinates 

system associated with GPS is the 

earth- centered WGS 84 Cartesian 

reference system, This suggested that 

broadcasting this offsets to local GPS 

receiver could eliminate the effects of 

Selective Availability, resulting in 

measurements closer to GPS’s 

theoretically performance, around 

15metres additionally, another major 

source of error in a GPS fix is due to 

transmission delays in the ionosphere, 

which could also be measured and 

corrected for in the broadcast. This 

offered an improvement to about 

5meteres accuracy, more than enough 

for more civilian need. the type of 

receiver used and selection of 

observation technique should be in 

accordance with a project’s particular 

requirement in terms of desired 

accuracy Ndukwe (2001) 

Monteiro et al (2005), said accuracy 

standard are presented in two forms, 

first fraction and then in part per 

million enclosed in bracket 

(PPM).The second order class 1 

surveys provides the first breakdown 

of the basic network, and those widen 

the whole and released point needed to 

connect local urban and rural control 

survey whose accuracy are not lower 

than 1: 10000. 

The aim of the research is to establish 

a second order control points at federal 

polytechnic Bauchi using differential 
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global positioning system; that will be used for referencing less precise survey 

work, the objective of the project are follows: select stations /monument 

controls beacon, determine the coordinates of points using DGPS,  post process 

and adjust GPS data acquired, Produce control map of federal polytechnic 

Bauchi 

 

Study Area 

The study area (federal polytechnic Bauchi) is located At Bauchi Local 

Government Area South of Bauchi state Nigeria, it lies between latitude 100 

16’ 47.11’’, longitude 090 46’ 47.16’’ and latitude 100 16’ 44.37’’ longitude 

090 45’ 41.27’’ respectively, however it covers the total area of 437.227 

hectares. The total area of Bauchi state is 49,119 km2 (18,965sq mi) with the 

population density 95/km2 (250/sq mi). Temperatures are, as would be 

expected, generally high in the state. Mean daily maximum temperatures range 

from 29.2°C in July and August to 37.6°C in March and April. The mean daily 

minimum ranges from about 11.7°C in December and January to about 24.7°C 

in April and May.  

The extent of this project cover an area approximate of 437.227 hectares of land, 

eight control points were established, distributed at a distance of at least 1km 

apart forming a system of loops in a network base structure at the study area. 

Putting into consideration all the necessary precautions of locating, and 

monumenting of the control points (i.e GPS observation)  such as proximity to 

electric wire high tension, GSM mask, above flood level.etc. 
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Materials and Method 

A Combine methods of surveying techniques were used in executing this 

research, Satellite Image was used to produce controls the map of the study area 

using Arc GIS 9.3 version. Differential Global Positioning system was used to 

acquire relative and absolute co-ordinate of the control points. Total station was 

also  used to determine the Bearing and Distances of the control point to any 

nearby permanent object for the purpose of control points description(witness 

marks survey).and survey spectrum office was used for GPS planning and post 

processing data adjustments,  

 

Reconnaissance 

Office planning is the aspect that involves the compilation and study of the 

available information related to the project. At this stage, important decisions 

were taken these includes: the choice of instrument to be used as well as GPS 

planning for the time and method of observation was all carried out. DNBA01 

primary Controls to be used for connection. The main aim of this field 

reconnaissance is to locate suitable positions for stations that were established; 

hence poorly executed field reconnaissance can lead to difficulties at later stages 

of the survey leading to wasted time and inaccurate work. Field reconnaissance 

criteria observed are: An overall picture of the area was obtained by walking all 

over the site (Keeping in mind the requirement of the survey and balancing this 

against the accuracy and hence method of survey to be used, Stations were 

located in such points that have clear sky view and are placed at convenient 

ground level, Stations were placed on a firm level ground where they cannot be 

easily destroyed. Lengths of the traverse legs were kept as long as required by 

the surcon regulation except in the case of few ones i.e. at least 1km apart 
 

Data Quality Integrity 

The quality of first order control used in this research was checked and found 

to be reliable. The validity is measured by the precision while the reliability is 

determined by the accuracy of the data. The quality control test for the data used 

in this study was comparatively acceptable between the given and measured 

adjusted parameters, the validity and reliability of data quality are satisfactory. 
 

GPS Planning 

A pre-analysis of the visibility time of GNSS satellites was carried out in order 

to know the favorable time that will enhance most visible satellite using sokia 

planning software such as: Satellite geometry, Number of satellites 

available, Minimum elevation angle for satellites (elevation 

mask), Obstructions limiting satellite visibility, Positional Dilution of Precision 

(PDOP), Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP) when performing vertical GPS 

surveys 
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Control Network Design 

Four Closed loops Networks control frame were design, each station in a 

network was connected to at least two different independent baselines, and we 

avoid connecting stations to a loops of multiple baselines to the stations, only 

Geometric figures of control points network were mapped.  

 

Redundancy 

Second order GPS control networks have been designed with sufficient 

redundancy to detect and isolate blunders or systematic errors. Redundancy of 

network design was achieved by Connecting each network station with at least 

two independent baselines, Series of interconnecting, closed loops and Repeat 

baseline measurements was observed. 

 

Equipment Used 

The instruments that were used in carrying out this project are: Sokkia DGPS, 

GNSS receiver (GRX1) Sokkia Total station, Digital camera, Computer system 

 

Monumentation 

This refers to the process of establishing a concrete beacon of SURCON 

specification at the selected points whose co-ordinate are determined, however 

the SURCON specification is financially intensive as such was the limitation of 

this work, hence the procedure is as follows 

 

Criteria for controls selection 

The location of the points were established such that are: Save from traffic, 

accessible for further survey, Free from obstacles like tall trees so as to have a 

clear sky view, Suitable for direct occupation with survey tripod, Far from high 

tension power lines to avoid interference, Far from any radio signal mask, 
 

Dimension of control points 

The exact positions of each selected station were marked on ground with 

concrete pillar buried in-situ. The dimension of the beacon is 1.2m long, plan 

view 40cm x 40cm top, and 12mm-iron rod inserted through the precisely 

defined center of the beacon. The mixture for each pillar was in the ratio of 

3:2:1 of cement, sand and gravel. See below 
 

Controls numbering 

At this stage the monumented control point were numbered consecutively and 

systematically in ascending order starting with DSUG/PGD 01 to DSUG/PGD 

08 respectively, however DSUG08 was adopted to central control for 

connection with first order because there is no second order control beacon at 

selected location. 
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Controls description 

The location of the established beacons were properly referenced 

using measurement of bearing and distance from the control location to any 

prominent permanent object around the area such as building, roads, etc 

 

GPS Static Occupation Observation Procedure Using Sokia GRX1 

The DGPS sokia GRX1receivers was used in static survey mode of observation 

to acquire data of eight control points. The master receiver was stationed and 

configured over a geodetic primary airport control station (ITRF), DNBA 01. 

From there it continues, a number of baselines were observed at 15secods epoch 

more than once throughout the sessions in a loop procedure and loop closure 

analysis was performed for a number of four loops which includes all nontrivial 

baselines were part of at least one loop. The misclosures are computed in terms 

of absolute error vectors in millimeter, the data processing was done using sokia 

spectrum survey office V.7.5 

 

Mapping of the Project Site 

The image of the project area was downloaded from Google earth for onward 

production of control map of the study area and the creation of flat file database 

for each control point established upon spatial query the database will display 

the station coordinates it description parameters shown as plotted on the map. 

 

Results and Discussions 

The results obtained in this project are presented in tables and figures below, 

the first session of observation procedure was the connection from DNBA01 at 

Bauchi state air Strep to DSUG01 at Federal Polytechnic Bauchi with at least 

four hours continues observation at 15seconds epoch, the most provable value 

of the co-ordinate was obtained using single base line solution. precision 

obtained on horizontal plane is 0.029m and vertical plane is  0.042 at 95% 

confidence level, Table 2 shows the adjustment summary used for connections, 

GPS observation difference with precision, and adjusted control point DSUG01 

and Figure 2 shows the COGO plotted view of the connection session using 

single baseline solution, however Table 3 shows the adjustment summary of 

eight GPS controls network points of 22 vectors at 95% confidence level using 

advance chi square statistical test. 

The Table 4 shows GPS Observations residuals of various baselines measured 

with vertical and horizontal precisions, the maximum baseline precision 

obtained is at DSUG 03 DSUG 05, is 0.001mm on horizontal plane and 

0.003mm on vertical plane, however a closure analysis was performed for a 

number of baselines mentioned, all nontrivial baselines were part of at least two 

loops, and the misclosures were calculated in terms of absolute error vectors in 
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mm ratios. Table 5 show control point used to adjust the triangulation network 

with code convergence, Table 6 shows the adjusted points loops using condition 

equation method of least square adjustment, Table 7 shows the summary of co-

ordinates of points measured using triangulation method of GPS observation 

and adjusted by least square condition equation, The most provable values of 

eight co-ordinates of control points with 22 number of used GPS observation 

residuals in (mm) was obtained with their accuracy at 95% confidence level. 

The highest accuracy obtained is 0.001mm at baseline DSUG03 to DSUG05 on 

horizontal plane and vertical plane at 0.003m at station  

 

Table 2 : Adjustment Summary of Control Points Used for Connection. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.COGO Plotted View Used for Connection Using Single Baseline 

Solution 

 

Table 7: Coordinate Summary of Controls Points 

Name                           Grid Northing (m)           Grid Easting (m)              Elevation (m)   

DSUG01                           1134045.375                  583719.360                    654.206  
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DSUG02                           1132717.857                  583410.401                    652.820  

DSUG03                           1133848.395                  582677.642                    660.404  

DSUG04                           1134689.059                  583266.102                    660.560   

DSUG05                           1134966.127                  584206.435                    650.951  

DSUG06                           1134329.981                  585250.838                    632.285  

DSUG07                           1134059.927                  584318.585                    649.706  

DSUG08                           1133399.498                  584173.319                    639.921  

 

DSUG03 to DSUG04 after adjustment of observed triangulation network as 

shown in Figure 3. Control map of the area is shown on Figure 4, the control 

point DSUG01 used for adjustment of the triangulation network, and other 7 

control points in black, trivial baselines in green and non trivial baselines in red. 

Lastly Figure 5 shows database created in ArcGIS enviroment with full 

capability of managing information on the established control points for easy 

update and retrival of informations on control points established with sample 

querry on DSUG 01. 

 

 
Figure 3: Adjusted Triangulation Network of the Established Controls 
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   Figure 4.Control Map 
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Figure 5: Query on DSUG 01 by Identifier Tool 

 

Conclusions 

Generally the aim of the project was successfully achieved through execution 

of the set objectives at 95% confidence level of accuracy, control map of the 

study area was created and witness survey marked was also carried and the 

controls points ware established. However we recommend that more controls 

should be established using GPS network method of observation so as to have 

enough number of consistent control points within the study area, however in 

this project provision enough control covering the area was the major limitation 

of this project dues financial implications as only eight control points were 

established. Also recommend that the control points established meet the 

required accuracy as such they can be used for research purpose, student 

practical, property survey and other engineering works. The controls established 

in this research should be preserved and protected by the relevant authorities so 

as to serve the desire purpose.  
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